
About "On Two Feet And Wings": A Journey
of Hope and Resilience

Have you ever considered the immense strength and determination required to
leave everything behind and start anew in a foreign land? "On Two Feet And
Wings," a captivating memoir by Abbas Kazerooni, takes readers on a compelling
journey of hope, resilience, and the triumph of the human spirit.
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Set against the backdrop of war-torn Iran during the 1980s, this true story follows
the life of a young boy named Abbas. With the escalating Iran-Iraq conflict,
Abbas's parents make the heart-wrenching decision to send him alone to
Istanbul, hoping to secure a safer future for their beloved son.
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The narrative brilliantly captures the emotions and experiences of a twelve-year-
old trying to navigate a world foreign to him. As Abbas embarks on his journey,
we witness his struggles, triumphs, and moments of profound courage. From
attempting to forge his identity within a new culture to facing bigotry and racism,
Abbas's story is one of immense courage and determination against all odds.

"On Two Feet And Wings" exemplifies the power of resilience and the ability to
adapt in the face of adversity. Abbas's story teaches us about the strength of the
human spirit, providing an inspiring narrative that resonates with readers of all
ages. Through his trials and tribulations, Abbas teaches us that hope should
never be abandoned, and that no matter how difficult circumstances may be, one
can always rise above and find a way forward.

The Struggles and Triumphs
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As Abbas finds himself alone in an unfamiliar country, he encounters numerous
challenges that test his resilience and determination. From the language barrier
to the constant uncertainty about his future, every step of his journey is fraught
with obstacles.

Istanbul, a bustling city full of diverse characters, becomes the backdrop for
Abbas's quest for survival. The memoir transports readers into the vibrant streets
of this ancient city, painting a vivid picture of Abbas's surroundings and the people
he encounters along the way.

Battling loneliness and fear, Abbas is forced to become self-reliant at a tender
age. Each triumph, no matter how small, becomes a testament to his unwavering
determination. From finding shelter and sustenance to navigating the
complexities of a foreign education system, Abbas displays an astonishing level
of resilience that will leave readers in awe.

A Journey of Hope and Resilience

"On Two Feet And Wings" shows us the transformative power of hope. Despite
the challenges he faces, Abbas's unyielding spirit serves as a beacon of
inspiration. Throughout his journey, Abbas discovers the importance of forging
meaningful connections, embracing friendships, and above all, never giving up on
himself.

This memoir is not just a captivating tale of survival, but also a powerful reminder
of the enduring nature of the human spirit. Abbas's story teaches us that
resilience, hope, and determination can propel us forward, even in the most
challenging of circumstances. It serves as a reminder that no matter how dark the
world may seem, there is always a glimmer of light that can guide us towards a
better tomorrow.



A Story for All Ages

"On Two Feet And Wings" is a memoir that transcends generations. Abbas's
journey resonates with readers of all ages, reminding us of the sacrifices made by
our predecessors and the profound impact they have on our lives.

This memoir is particularly poignant in today's world, where millions of people are
forced to leave their homes and embark on treacherous journeys in search of
safety and a better life. Abbas's story serves as a poignant reminder of the
resilience and courage displayed by refugees and immigrants worldwide,
fostering empathy and understanding.

In , "On Two Feet And Wings" is a spellbinding memoir that captivates readers
with its themes of hope, resilience, and the indomitable human spirit. Abbas
Kazerooni's journey is a testament to the power of determination and the ability to
overcome even the most formidable challenges. This remarkable true story
serves as a reminder that, with unwavering hope and unwavering belief in
oneself, one can conquer any obstacle and soar to new heights on two feet and
wings.
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He is in a foreign country, he is alone, and he is just a boy...Abbas Kazerooni is
not yet ten, but he’s suddenly forced to leave his parents, his friends—his entire
world—and flee Tehran. The Iran-Iraq war is at its bloodiest, and the Ayatollahs
who rule Iran have reduced the recruitment age for the army. If Abbas doesn’t
escape, it’s almost certain that he will be drafted and die fighting for a regime that
has stripped his family of all they have.

On his own in the strange, often frightening city of Istanbul, Abbas grows up fast
—with little more than his wits to guide him. He must conquer difficult things: how
to live on his own, how to navigate a foreign city and culture when he doesn’t
speak the language, and, most importantly, how to judge who is a friend and who
is an enemy. Facing the unexpected as well as the everyday challenges of life on
his own, Abbas walks a tightrope of survival—yearning to please the demanding
father he has left behind, yet relishing his new found independence.

His quick thinking, entrepreneurial spirit, and the kindness of strangers allow him
to make the best of his dire situation in surprising ways. Does he have what it
takes to not only survive against these challenging odds but achieve his parents’
ultimate dream for him: a visa to England, and the safety it represents?

This compelling true story of one young boy’s courage provides a powerful
child’s-eye view of war, political tumult, and survival.
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Grandissimo: The First Emperor of Las Vegas
Las Vegas, known as the Entertainment Capital of the World, has a rich
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Winter has arrived, and there's no better way to embrace the chilly
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